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The Ministry of Health and Social Services for Northern Ireland in exercise 
of powers conferred by sections 75 and 179(3) and Schedule 4 of the Factories 
Act (Northern Ireland) 1965(a), and of all other powers enabling it in that behalf, 
hereby makes the following special Regulations:-

PART I 

INTERPRETATION ANi:> GENERAL 

Citation, commencement and revocation 

1.-{1) These Regulations may be cited as the Ionising Radiations (Sealed 
Sources) Regulations (Nonhern Ireland) 1969. Regulations 32, 46 and 47 shall 
come into operation on 21st May 1970 and the remainder of these Regulations 
on 27th December 1969. 

(2) The Ionising Radiations (Sealed Sources) Regulations (Northern Ireland) 
1962(b) are hereby revoked. 

(a) 1965. c.· 20 (N.I.). (b) S.R. & O. (N.I.) 1962, No. 124. 
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Interpretation 
2. In these Regulations-
"adequate shielding" means shielding or a demarcating barrier outside 

which the radiation dose rate averaged over anyone minute does not 
exceed 0·75 miIlirems per hour or where only classified workers are 
affected 2·5 miIlirems per hour, and cognate expressions shall be con
strued accordingly; 

"appointed- doctor" means-
(a) (i) as respects any factory to which Regulation 3(2) applies; 

(ii) for the purposes of implementing any arrangements made there
under with employers of classified workers, as respects any 
factory to which Regulation 3(3) applies; and 

(iii) for the purposes of any me4ical examination in pursuance of 
Regulation 25(1)(a), 

any flilly registered medical practitioner appointed to be a factory 
doctor for any of the purposes of the Act; and 

(b) as respects any other factory and any other medical examination, 
a fully registered medical practitioner specially appointed under 
section 151 of the Act to be appointed factory doctor for the factory 
for the purposes of these Regulations or of the Ionising Radiations 
(Sealed Sources) Regulations (Northern Ireland) 1962 or the 
appointed factory doctor for the district in which the factory is 
situated; 

"approved" means approved for the time being for the purposes of these 
Regulations or of the Ionising Radiations (Sealed Sources) Regulations 
(Northern Ireland) 1962 by certificate of the Chief Inspector; 

"atomic energy" means the energy released from atomic nuclei as tJhe result 
of any process, including the fission process, but does not include energy 
released in any process of natural transmutation or radioactive decay 
which is not accelerated or influenced by external means; 

"authorised person" in any of these Regulations means a person for the 
time being authorised in writing by the occupier for the purposes of that 
ReguJation; 

"calendar quarter" means the period of threeoalendar months beginning 
with 1st January, 1st April, 1st July or 1st October; 

"classified worker" has tJhe meaning assigned to it by Regulation 16(1); 
"competent person" means a person appointed in pursuance of Regulation 7; 
"factory" means 'any factory and any premises, places, processes, operations 

and works to which the provisions of Part IV of the Act with respect to 
special regulations for safety and health are applied by any of the 
following provisions of that Act, namely, section 121 (which relates to 
electrical stations), section 122 (which relates to institutions), so much 
of section 123 as relates to warehouses otJher than warehouses belonging 
to the owners, trustees or conservators of any dock, wharf or quay, 
section 124 (which relates to ships) and section 125 (which relates to 
building operations and works of engineering construction); 

"health register" means the register referred to in Regulation 31; 
"ionising radiations" means electromagnetic radiation (that is to say, X-rays 

and gamma rays) or corpuscular radiation (that is to say, alpha particles, 
beta particles, electrons, positrons, protons, neutrons, or heavy particles) 
being electromagnetic radiation or corpuscular radiation capable ,of 
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producing ions an4 emitted from a radioactive substance or from a 
machine or apparatus that is intended to produce ionising radiations or 
from a machine or apparatus in which charged particles are accelerated 
by a voltage of not less. than five kilovolts; 

"monitoring" means measuring in' accordance with Regulation 39 and 
"monitor" shall be construed accordingly; 

"nuclear reactor" means any plant (including any maohinery, equipment or 
appliance, whether affixed to land or not) designed or adapted for the 
production of atomic energy by a fission process in which a controlled 
chain reaction can be :maintained withQut an additional source of 
neutrons; 

"the Act" means the Factories Act (Northern Ireland) 1965; 
"protected employment" means employment as respects which requirements 

are for the time being imposed under the Act (including the requirements 
of these Regulations) for recording the radiation doses received by the 
persons employed; 

"radiation area" means a part of a factory in which any person is exposed 
to a radiation dose rate which when averaged over anyone minute 
exceeds or is liable to exceed 0·75 millirems per hour, otherWise than 
infrequently and transiently; 

"radiation dose record" means the record referred to in Regulation 19(1); 
"radioactive substance" means any substance which consists of or contains 

radionuclides, whether natural 'or artificial, and of which the activity 
exceeds 0'002 of a microcurie per gramme of substance; in the case of 
a chain of radionuclides, consisting of a parent and daughters, the only 
nuclide to be taken into consideration being that having the highest 
activity of ,11hose present; 

"sealed source" means any radioactive substance sealed in a container 
(otherwise than solely for the purpose of storage, transport or disposal) 
or bonded wholly within material and includes the immediate container 
or the bonding, but does not include any nuclear fuel element or any 
radioactive substance inside a nuclear reactor; 

"transfer record" means a record prepared on the termination of any 
person's employment of radiation doses received by him being a record 
prepared in accordance withrequitements for the time being imposed 
under the Act (including the requirements of these Regulations); 

"useful beam" means, in the case of X-rays, that part of the radiation from 
an X-ray tube that passes through the aperture, cone or other device for 
collimating the X-ray beam; and;. in other cases, any ionising radiations 
from a sealed source that can be employed for the purposes for which the 
sealed source is used. . 

Application of Regulations 
3.-(1) Except as provided in paragraphs (4) and (5), these Regulations shall 

apply to all factories in which any sealed source is, or is'proposed to be, stored, 
manipulated, maintained, operated, used or instaJIed. or in which there is 
operated or used, or proposed to be operated or used, any machine or apparatus 
that is intended to produce ionising radiations or any machine or apparatus 
. (being a machine or apparatus which emits ionising radiations) in which 
charged particles are accelerated by a voltage of not less than five kilovolts. 

(2) Where in any factory the occupier is neither the owner nor the hirer of 
a sealed source or of such a machine or apparatus as is referred to in para-
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graph (1) being a sealed source, machine or apparatus which is used by or 
under the direction of some person other than the occupier or a person in 
the employment of the occupier, that other person or (if he is in the employment 
of the owner or hirer) the employer of that other person, shall in relation to 
that sealed source, machine or apparatus be deemed to be the occupier of the 
factory for the purposes of these Regulations. 

(3) Where in any factory (other than a factory to which paragraph (2) 
applies) any classified worker is employed by some person other than 
the occupier, the occupier shall be deemed to have complied in respect of any 
such worker so employed with any requirement imposed on him by Part IV or 
Part V, if he has made effective arrangements which secure that the employer of 
the worker complies 'as respects that worker with that requirement as if the 
employer were the occupier. 

(4) Nothing in these Regulations shall apply with respect to any apparatus 
exclusively used in a room specially set apart. for the purpose, for the prevention, 
diagnosis or treatment of illness or injury. 

(5) Nothing in these Regulations shall apply with respect to-
(a) any sealed source at or near the surface of which the dose rate of 

ionising radiations does not exceed ten millirems per hour not being one 
of a number of sealed sources placed together and whose collective dose 
rate at or near the surface ex~s ten millirems per ihour; or 

(b) any ionising radiations that do not arise from a sealed source or from 
suoh a machine or apparatus as is referred to in paragraph (1); or 

(c) any installation of a class or description which is on the date of the 
making of these Regulations prescribed for the purposes of section 1(1Xb) 
of the Nuclear Installations Act 1965(c), and situate on a site in respect 
of which a nuclear site licence granted under the Act is in force; 
or 

(d) any apparatus intended only for the purpose of receiving visual images 
sent by television- . 
(i) when operated at a voltage of not more than 20 kilovolts in the 

course of its manufacture, repair, maintenance or testing; or 
(li) in any other circumstances, when the dose rate at or near the surface 

of the apparatus does not exceed 0·5 millirems per hour. 
In sub-paragraph (a) and (d) the expression "at or near the surface" means 

as near the surface as is practicable for the purpose of measuring the dose rate 
of ionising radiations. 

(6) The provisions of these Regulations shall be in addition to and not in 
substitution for or in diminution of other requirements imposed by or under 
the Act. 

Exemption certificates 
4. The Chief Inspector may (subject to such . conditions as may· be 

specified therein) by certificate in writing (which he may in his discretion revoke 
at any time) exempt from all or any of the requirements of these Regulations

(a) any factory or part of any factory; or 
(b) any class or description of factories or parts thereof; or 
(c) any machine, plant, apparatus, process, article or substance or any 

class or description of machines, plant, apparatus, processes, articles or 
substances; or 

(c) 1965. c. 57. 
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(d) the employment of any person or any class or description of persons, 
if he is satisfied that the requirements in respect of whioh the exemption is 
granted are not necessary for the protection of persons employed. Where such 
exemption is granted a legible copy of the certificate, showing the conditions 
(if any) subject to which it has been granted, shall be kept posted in any factory 
where the exemption applies in a position where it may be conveniently read 
by the persons employed. 

PART II 
ADMINISTRATION, NOTIFICATIONS AND RE~ORDS 

Notification of use and disuse of sealed sources, etc. 
5.-(1) The occupier shall give previous notice in writing to the Chief 

Inspector (which, except in cases of emergency, shall be not less than one 
month's notice or such shorter notice as the Chief Inspector may agree to 
accept) before undertaking in a factory for the first time after the date of 
commencement of these Regulations or for the first time after a notice under 
paragraph (2) given in respect of the factory has expired, work to which. this 
Regulation applies: 

Provided that an occupier who is at the date of the commencement of these 
Regulations undertaking work to which this Regulation applies (or who would 
at that date but for a merely temporary cessation be undertaking such work) 
shall not be required under this paragraph to give notice to the Chief Inspector 
in respect of that work if notice has been given in respect of it under Regula
tion 6(1) or (2) of the Ionising Radiations (Sealed Sources) Regulations (Northern 
Ireland) 1962. 

(2) The occupier shall either before or within seven days after ceasing to 
use the factory (otherwise than merely temporarily) for work to which this 
Regulation applies give notice in writing to that effect to the Chief Inspector. 

(3) In this Regulation the expression "work to which this Regulation 
applies" means work invol¥ing· the storage, manipulation, maintenance, 
operation, use or installation of sealed sources or the operation or use of any 
machine or apparatus of the kind referred to in Regulatio'Q. 3(1). 

Notification of accidents, etc . 
. 6. The Chief Inspector shail· be notified in writing-

(a) in the circumstances specified in Regulation 36, if any sealed source 
. is lost or mislaid; and 

(b) as soon as possible after it is discovered-
(i) of any ibreakage of the immediate container or the bonding of a sealed 

source; and 
(ii) of any leakage of any ·radioactive substance beyond the approved 

extent from the immediate container or the bonding of a sealed source. 

Appointment of a competent person 
7.-(1) The occupier shall appomt one or more competent persons to 

exercise special supervision with regard to the requirements of these Regulations 
and to assist in enforcing the observance of them. 

(2) The name or namesof the competent person or competent persons shall 
be kept posted in the factory where it or they oan be conveniently read by the 
persons employed. Where different persons are appointed for different parts of 
the factory or for different processes the names shall be posted in such a manner 
that the persons employed can readily identify the competent person or com
petent persons appointed for the part of the factory or for the processes in whieh 
they are employed. 
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(3) Where in any factory more than one competent person is appointed, 
any reference in these Regulations to the competent person shall be deemed to 
include a reference to anyone of those persons or, as the case may be, to the 
person appointed, or to anyone of the persons appointed, for the part of the 
factory or for the processes concerned. 

Notifications to the competent person 
8. The competent person appointed in accordance with Regulation 7 shall 

be informed of every matter which is required to be notified to the Chief 
Inspector under Regulation 6. 

Investigations by the competent person 
9. In addition to his other duties, the competent person appointed in 

accordance with Regulation 7 shall investigate the circumstances of every 
occurrence notified to him under Regulation 8 and report. thereon to the 
occupier with a recommendation as to the action to be taken. 

Preservation of records 
10. Every register, certificate or record kept in pursuance of these Regula

tions or of the Ionising Radiations (Sealed Sources) Regulations (Northern 
Ireland) 1962 and every transfer record and copy transfer record received by 
an employer in pursuance of Regulation 22 or of Regulation 31 of the 
Regulations of 1962 shall be preserved in the factory or in such place outside 
the factory as may be approved and kept available fO[" inspection by any 
inspector or by the appointed doctor for at least the following periods after 
the last entry therein, that is to say, thirty years in the cases of the health register, 
the radiation dose records, the transfer records and the copy transfer records, 
three years in the case of the register kept in pursuance of Regulation 34(5) 
or of Regulation 15(5) of the Regulations of 1962 and two years in all other 
cases; Provided that where a copy of or an extract from or a summary of any 
such document or documents has been approved, the provisions of this 
Regulation may be complied with as respects the copy or extract or summary 
(as the case may be) in place of the document or documents from which the 
extract, or of which the copy or the summary, has been made. 

PART III 

BASIC PR1NCIPLES OF PROTECTION 

Restriction of exposure to ionising radiations 
11.-(1) Without prejudice to the other requirements of these Regulations. 

the occupier shaH do all that is reasonably practicable to restrict the extent to 
which the persons employed are exposed to ionising radiations; and no person 
employed shall expose himself to ionising radiations to a.greater extent than is 
reasonably necessary for the purposes of his work. 

(2) Without prejudice to any approved arrangements under Regulation 15 
for the time being in force and applicable to him, no person shall receive any 
radiatioI! dose in exces~ of those permitted under the Schedule. 

Provision of shielding against ionising radiations 
12. Without prejudice to the other requirements as to adequate shielding, 

all sources of ionising radiations shall, where reasonably practicable, be 
adequately shielded. 
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Direction and size of useful beam 
13.-{l) Wherever practicable the useful beam shall be directed away from 

adjacent occupied areas. 
(2) The useful beam shall be limited by appropriate means to the minimum 

size reasonably necessary for th,e work. 
(3) Where appropriat~, suita:ble measures shall be taken to limit scattered 

radiation. 

Instruction of persons employed 
14. No person employed shall be exposed to ionising radiations unless. he 

has received appropriate instruction (to the extent that this is necessary havmg 
regard to the circumstances of his employment) concerning the hazards involved 
and the precautions to be observed. 

Arrangements for protection of workers 
15.~(1) Without prejudace to the other requirements of these Regulations, 

where the Chief Inspector has reasona:ble cause to believe as, re~pects any 
factory that any person employed may have received, (}r. is likely to receive, 
in any calendar year or in any calendar quarter, as the case may be, a sum of 
radiation doses' grel;lter than thre~-tenths of the appropriate dose permitted under 
the Sched~le, the Chief Inspector may serve on the occupier a written notice 
requiring him to make a:pproved arrangements as respects all or any of the 
following matters-

(a) for the wearing 'QY any person employed of a photographic film or an 
appropriate radiation dosemyter, ,and for the keeping and preserving of 
records of doSes received; " 

(b) for the monitoring of any part of the factory, and for the J{;eeping and 
, preserving of records of measurements obtained by such monitoring; 
(c) for determining in the case of any person employed the amoun,t of 

radioactive substances in his body, for estimating, when p.t;acticable, 
the radiation dose therefrom, and for the keeping apd preserving of 
records of any determination and estimation SO made; 

(d) for the suspension of any person from work in which he will be exposed 
to ionIsing radiations or for imposing special cQilditions Oll his continued 
employment on any s]lch work; 

, (e) for the medical examination of any person employed; and 
(f) for the making 6f a special entry in the radiation dose record in respect 
. of any person employed. 

, (2) It shan be the duty of eVery person employed to comply with the require
ments of any such app:t;ove4 arrangements in so far as they reguire the wearing 
by him' of photographic film or a radiation dosemeter or require him to be 
medically examined. . 

PART IV 

RAi>10LOGICAL SUPERVISION 

Classified workers 
16.·-(1) The following persons shall for the 'purposes of these ~egulations 

be designated by the occupier as classified workers, that is to say, pea:sons who 
are employed for any of their time in, radiation areas in work involv.ing the 
storage, manipulation, maintenance, operation, use or in,sta1lationof, sealed 
sources or the operation orUse of any machine orappar&tus ,of the ki~d referred 
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to in Regulation 3(1), not being persons employed in accordance with an 
approved soheme of work within the meaning of paragraph (2), and in 
these Regulations the expression "classified worker" shalI be construed 
accordingly. 

(2) In paragraph (1) "approved scheme of work" means an approved 
soheme of work as respects which the Chief Inspector is satisfied that the 
operating and working conditions and the system of control and instruction 
are such that a person working in accordance with the scheme is not likely to 
receive in any calendar year a sum of radiation doses exceeding three-tenths of 
the appropriate dose permitted in any calendar year under the Schedule. 

(3) No person under the age of eighteen shall be employed on work which 
requires him to be designated as a classified worker. , 

(4) The names of alI persons designated a s classified workers shalI be kept 
entered in the health register. 

Current employment in more than one factory 
17. Where any person is or is to be ourrently employed as a classified worker 

in more than one factory by the same employer-
(a) all the factories in which that person is or is to be so currently employed 

shalI in. relation to that person be deemed, for the purposes of these 
Regulations, to constitute one famory; 

(b) excerpt in the cases referred to' in paragraph (a) of the definition of the 
expression "appointed doctor'~ in Regulation 2(2), references in these 
Regulations to the appointed doctor shall be construed as references to 
the appointed doctor for anyone of those factories; 

(c) the references to the health register in Regulations 25, 30 and 31, shall 
be taken as references to the health register for anyone of those factories, 
so, however, that as :respects any period only one health register shall be , 
used in respect of that person; and 

(d) the reference in Regulation 28(1) to the factory shall be taken as a 
reference to anyone of those factories. 

Film badges and dosemeters 
18.-(1) The occupier shall make suitable arrangements for the wearing on 

an appropriate part or parts of his person by every classified worker of either 
a suitable photographic film or films in ,an appropriate holder or holders or 
a suitable dosemeter or suitalble dosemeters, being a dosemeter or dosemeters 
of an approved type, during any working period in which that worker is liable 
to be eX!posed to ionising radiations. It shall be the duty of every classified 
worker to wear in a proper manner any film or dosemeter provided for him in 
pursuance of this Regulation, and at intervals specified by the occupier to 
return every such film or dosemeter to the occupier for the punposes of the 
examination mentioned in paragraph (2). 

(2) The occupier shall obtain the films, film holders and dosemeters 
from an approved laboratory and arrange for the films and dosemeters, identified 
by reference to the particular wearer, to be :returned at appropriate intervals 
to that laboratory for examination and for the issue to the occupier, by the 
director or other responsible person at the laboratory, of certificates containing 
the approved particulars of the results of ,the examination of each film and 
dosemeter. 

Radiation dose· records 
19.--{l) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (2), a radiation dose record' 

shall be kept containing as respects each classified worker the approved 
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particulars of the maximlim radiation doses permitted under the Schedule and 
of the radiation doses received by him and, as respects any person employed 
(whether or not he is a classified worker), any special entry required in 
accordance with Regulation 15 or 21. 

(2) Where it appears to an occupier that any person employed or engaged 
for employment by him as a classified worker,either~ 

(a) was previously engaged-
(i) in work in a factory being wbrk done before the imposition of 

requirements under the Act (inc;luding these Regulations) for 
recording the radiation doses received by the persons employed in 
such worrk, but whicl1, if, after the date of coming into operation 
of these Regulations, it had been done by a person employed would 
have been protected el11:ployment; or . 

(ii) in work not done in a factory Ibut which if, after the date of the 
coming into operation of these Regulations, it had been done in a 
factory by .a person emplo;yed, would have been protected employ~ 
ment; or 

(b) at times other than the hours during which he is employed. by him is 
engaged in work of a kind specified in sub-paragraph (aXii), 

and such person produces to the occupier any document purporting to be 
a record of radiation doses received by that person whils~ performing the work, 
the occupier shall, so far as practicable; enter in the radiation dose record kept 
a!:1 respects that person, the partiCulars contained in the document of the . 
radiation doses received b;y him whilst performing that work. . 

(3) The radiation dose record as respects any person shaH be kept up to . 
date and shall be open to the inspection of that person at aU reasonabletiInes . 

• ' • ,,-. <', .<. . 

(4) For the putposes of the radiation dose record, ~ dose received during 
any period as indicated by a: Certificate issued in pursuance of Regulation 18(2) 
which did not fall wholly within one calendar quarter sl,la:ll be deemed to have 
been received at a uniform rate on all the' days (whetlier working days or.nbt) 
throughout the period. . 

Excessive exposure of persons employed 
20.-(1) Whenever any person has reasonable cause to believe as respects 

himself (if employed) or any other person. employed that he has received any 
radiation dose in excess of that permitted under the .schedule, he sha11 report, 
the circumstances to the occl!pier who shall forthwith make an investigatioll, 
or .arrange for an investigati<)n to be made. 

(2) Where any such investigation confirms suoh a report or the occupier has 
other reason to believe that any persoll, employed has received a radiation dose 
in excess of that permitted under the Schedule, the occupier shall forthwith

(a) notify the appointed doctor;- ,,', 
(b) notify the Chief Inspector; and 
(c) keep a record of the circllmstan~s as respects that person. 

(3) Whenever it appears from the radiation dose record that any worker has 
received! a radiation dose in :excess of that permitted under the Schedule, the 
occupier shall forthwith- .. 

(a)'make an investigation or arrange for an ihvestigatio.q. to be made; 
(b) notify the appoit),ted doctor; and ' 
(c) notify the" Chief InspeCtor. 

48 
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Radiation doses greater or less than shown by the film badge or 'dosemeter 
21.--(1) Whenever the occupier has reason~ble cause to believe that any 

person has received during any period during which a film or dosemeter is 
required to be worn by that person in pursuance pf these Regulations a radiation 
dose which is much greater or much less than the dose indicated by any 
certificate issued in accordance with· these Regulations as respects the films or 
10semeters worn by him during that period, the occupier shall make an 
investigation or arrange for an investigation to be made and where any such 
investigation confi<1111S his belief, the occupi~r shall apply to the Chief Inspector 
for approval of a special entry and such special entry so approved shall be 
made in that person's radiation dose record. . 

(2) Whenever the Chief Inspector has reason to believe that any person has 
received during any period duririg which a film or dosemeter is required to be 
worn by that person in pursuance of these Regulations a radiation dose which 
is much greater or much less than the dose indicated by any certificate issued in 
accordance with these Regulations as respect the films or dosemeters worn by 
him during that period, the Chief Inspector may approve a special en,try and 
any such special entry so approved shall be made in that person's radiation 
dose record. 

Transfer records 
22.--(1) Where any person as respects wh(Jm an employer is or has been 

required to keep a radiation dose record ceases to be employed by that employer, 
that employer shall fOJ.1thwith prepare a transfer record in the approved form 
and containing the approved particulars. . The employer, if he knows the 
whereabouts of that person, shall forthwith supply him with the transfer record 
and shall in any case forthwith send a copy of it to the Chief Inspector. 

(2) Before any person who was previously in protected employment with 
another employer is employed; or engaged for employment, as a classified 
worker, that person shall notify his employer or, as the Case may be, prospective 
employer, of the previous protected employment; and shall, if he has received 
from his e:\uploYer in that previous employment a transfer record and that 
record is stilI in his possession, produce it to his employer or, as the case may be, 
prospective employer, and make it available to the appointed doctor. In the 
event of that person being employed, or engaged for employment, as a classified 
worker the transfer record shall be handed to and retained by the employer. 

(3) When the occupier is aware that any person employed, or engaged for 
employment, as a classified worker was previously in protected emplpymeht 
with another employer and that person does not produce a transfer reCord in 
pursuance of paragraph (2), the occupier shall forthwith apply to the Chief 
Inspector for a copy of that record. 

PART' V 

M;EDlCAL SUPERVISION 

A rrangements for supervision 
23. The occupier shall make arrangements for medical superVision by the 

appointed doctor of all classified workers, including specific arrangements as 
provided in this Part. . 

Facilities for appointed doctor 
24.--(1) For the purpose of examinations conducted at a factory to which 

"these Regulations apply, the occupier shall provide for the exclusive. use of the 
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appointed doctor on the occasion of the examination a room properly cleaned 
alld adequately warmed and lighted and furnished with a screen, a table with 
writi:o.g materials, chairs, an examination couch and a wash basin with a 
supply of clean, running hot and cold or warm water. 

(2) The occupier shall afford to the appointed doctor adequate facilities 
for inspectin,g any process, operation or work in which a person having been, 
being or to be examined by the appointed qoctor has been, is or is proposed 
to be, employed. 

Medical examinf!tion of persons before employment as classified workers 
25.-(1) No pe-rson shall be employed in a factory as a classified worker 

unless-
(a) within the period of fourteen months immediately preceding his' firs't 

employment in that factory, he has been examined by an appointed 
doctor and, by signed entry by the doctor in the health register, certified 
fit for employment as a classified worker; and 

(b) he has at any time undergone a suitable blood examination, an adequate 
report of the results bf which is avail3Jble and known to the doctor. 

(2) In -this Regulation, the expresSion "first employment in that factory" 
means first employment in that factory as a classified worker or re-employment 
in that factory as a classified worker following any cessation of employm~nt 
as a classified w'OTker in that faCtory for a'period exceeding fourteen months. 

Periodic medical examination of persons employed 
26. The occupier shall l:\:I'range for medical examinations by th~ appointed 

doctor of every worker who.is a classified worker once in every calendar year 
so long as his employment as a classified worker continues, if it ruppears from 
his radiation dose record that during the immediately preceding calenda1" year 
he has received a sum of radiation doses which is greater than tlhree-tenths of 
the appropriate doses. penriitted in any calendar year under the Schedule. 
Special medical examination of persons employed 

27. Where the occupier has notified the appointed doctor in accordance with 
Regulation 20 that any person employed has received a radiation dose in excess 
of that permitted under the Schedule, the occupier .shall arrange for the person 
concerned to undergo without delay a medical examination by the appointed 
doctor in any case wher~ the excessive radiation dose either-

(a) exceeqs 10 rerns. in th~ case of a dose to parts of the body other than 
the hands, forearms, feet and ankles from all or anyone or more of the 
following, that is to say, X-rays, gamma rays and neutrons; or 

(b) in any other 'case exceeds the doses permitted under th,e Schedule. 
Place of medical examinations and duty of persons concerned 
. 28.-(1) Except where otherwise authorised or directed in writing by the 
Chief Inspector, any medical examination by the appointed doctor (being an 
appointed doctor appointed by virtue of paragraph (b) of the ·definition -of the 
expressioll "appointed doctor" in Regulation 2) for the purposes of these 
Regulations shall take place at the factory. 

(2) Due notice of every medical examination for the purposes of tlhese 
Regulations.shall be given by the occupier to those concerned and it shall be 
the duty of the persons employed as classified workers to submit themselves 
for examination by the appointed doctor in accordance with these Regulations 
as required by suoh notice and for any special examination required under 
Regulation 29(1) and to submit to the taking of samples for every blood 
examination the results of which are used fur the purposes of these R(;{gulations, 
being an exa,mination made after the coming into operation of these Regulations. 
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Blood and other special examinations 
29.-(1) As respects any medical examination for the purposes of these 

Regulations the appointed doctor may at his discretion require an examination 
of the blood or any other special examination. Any such special examination 
may be carried out at a place other than the factory. 

(2) Every blood examination for the purposes of these Regulations, being 
an examination made after the coming into operation of these Regulations, 
shall be made by an approved laboratory or an approved person. 

(3) The report of every such blood examination shall be sent to the 
appointed doctor. 

Suspension from employment as a classified worker or. in radiation areas 
30.-(1) The appointed doctor shall have power, to be exercised by written 

certificate in the health register signed by him, to suspend from employment 
as a classified worker or from work in a radiation area any worker examined 
by him under these Regulations. 

(2) No person so suspended shall again be employed as a classified worker 
or in a radiation area without the written approval of the appointed doctor 
entered in the health register. 

(3) The occupier shall forthwith notify the Chief Inspector whenever any 
worker is suspended from e~ployment in accordance with these Regulations. 

Health register 
31.-(1) A health register shall be kept containing the approv~ particulars 

of all classified workers and the appointed doctor shall enter in the health 
register the dates and results of examinations of those persons. 

(2) The appointed doctor shall. enter in the health register the date and 
result of any medical examination under Regulation 27 of any worker other 
than a classified worker. 

PART VI 

ORGANISATION OF WORK 

Marking Of radiation area boundaries 
32 • ..,.-(1) There shall where ,reasonably practicable be a barrier or barriers· 

marking the boundaries of every radiation area or where the use of such 
barrier or barriers is not reasonably practicable the said boundaries shall be 
marked by other suitable means. 

(2) Suitable notices warning persons in the vicinity shall be displayed at a 
sufficient number of suitable places on or near to the boundaries of all radiation 
areas. 

Handling of sealed sources, 
33. No sealed source f:hall be handled by direct contact with the bare hand. 

Construction and maintenance of sealed sources 
34.-(1) The immedtate container or the bonding of every sealed source 

shall be of adequate mechanical strength and free from patent defect. 
(2) A distinguishing ,number or other identifying mark shaiI be on or 

attached to every sealed source. . . 
(3) The immediate container or the bonding of every sealed source sha11 be 

protected as far as practicable again&!: accidental damage. 
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(4) An approved test for leakage of radioactive substance shall be made by 
a qualified person at least once in every period of twenty-six months of

(a) every immediate container or bonding which forms part of a sealed 
source; or 

(b) every container in which a sealed source is permanently installed but 
which does not form part of the sealed source. 

(5) A register shall be kept containing the approved particulars of every 
test carried out in pursuance of paragraph (4). 

Leakage or breakage of a sealed source 
35. Where there are reasonable grounds to believe that any radioactive 

substance is leaking, or is likely to leak, beyond the approved extent from the 
immediate container or the bonding which forms part of a sealed source, and 
in the event of the immediate container or the bonding which forms part of 
a sealed source being broken-

(a) all practicable measures shall be taken forthwith to safeguard the 
persons employed, including, where necessary, the immediate vacation 
of all ~'Pp["opriate areas; 

(b) the immediate container or bonding shall be placed in a leak-proof 
container forthwith and shall not be brought into use until any necessary 
repairs have been effected; and 

(c) effective steps shall be taken as soon as pmcticaJble by or under the 
supervision of an authorised person to decontaminate areas affected by 
the radioactive substance. Any person taking part in such work shall 
be properly equipped for the purpose. 

Accoffnting for sealed sources 
36.-(1) Subject to the provisIons of paragraph (2), an authorised person 

shall keep a 1 ecord of the following paniculars in respect of every sealed source 
received into the factory- . 

(a) the distinguishing number or other identifying mark; 
(b) the date of receipt into the factory; 
(c) the nature of the radioactive substance in the sealed source at the date 

referred to in sub-paragraph (b); 
(d) the activity expressed in curies of the radioactive substance in the 

sealed source at a date specified by the authorised person in the 
record; 

(e) the whereabouts of the sealed source, kept up to date on each working 
day; and 

(I) the date, and manner of disposal of the sealed source, when it leaves 
the factory. 

Whenever a sealed source is reactivated or, as the case may be, received back 
into the factory after reactivation, it shall for the purposes of this paragraph 
be treated as a sealed source received into the factory at the date of reactivation 
or of receipt back into the factory after reactivation, as the case may be. 

(2) Nothing in. this Regulation shall apply to sealed sources
(a) in the course of their being manufactured; or 
(b) while stored, without having been used. on the premises in which they 

were manufactured or in which their manufacture was completed. 
(3) It shall be the duty of every person employed t<;> notify the competent 

person forthwith if he has reasonable grounds for beheving that any sealed 
source has been lost or miSlaid. The competent person shall take immediate 
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steps with a view to finding the seale.d source and if the sealed sourCe is not 
accounted for within twenty-four hours, the occupier shall notify the Chief 
Inspector forthwith in accordance with Regulation 6. 

" Storage of sealed sources 
37.-(1) Sealed sources when not in use shall be kept securely in a suitable 

store reserved for the storage of radioactive substances and, where reasonably 
practicable, shall be kept in appropriate protective receptacles. 

(2) "Where necessary to protect the persons employed from gaseous ra.dio
active substances, adequate and suitable arrangements shall be made for 
ventilating every such store to the open air by mechanical means. 

(3) A suitable notice watning persons in the vicinity shall be kept 
prominently displayed outside every store which contains a sealed sourCe. 

Trcmsport within a factory of sealed sources 
38.-(1) No sealed source shall be transported within a factory unless it is 

transported;-
(a) in a suitable container or by other appropriate methods; 
(b) by or under the immediate supervision of an authorised person; and 
(c) in such a way that the" person receiving it is made aware that what 

he is receiving is a sealed source. 
(2) Every container containing any sealed source shall be kept marked 

with a suitable warning notice to indicate that its contents are !radioactive. 

PART VII 
MONITORING 

Provision, maintenance and use of monitoring instruments 
39.-(1) The occupier shall ensure that there is provided and properly 

maintained an appropriate and efficient radiation dosemeter or dose rate meter 
by means of which appropriate measurements s,hall he made at such intervals 
as are necessary for the purpose of ascertaining the efficiency of methods for the 
restriction of exposure to, and fOT shielding against, ionising ra.diations. 

(2) Any dosemeter or dose rate meter provided may be provided for use in 
more than one factory. 

(3) The occupier shall ensure that every such radiation dosemeter and dose 
rate meter when "first taken into use in the factory or, as the case may be, in 
the first of the factories for which it is provided, has been tested -by a qualified 
person, and that it is subsequently re-tested by a qualified person at least once 
in every period of fourteen months and also after any repair of a defect 
which could affect its accuracy. There shall be kept a register containing the 
approved particulars of every test carried out in pursuance of "this paragr~ph. 

(4) All measurements" shall be made by the competent person or hy an 
authorised person. 

PART VIII 
RADIOGRAPHY AN]) OTHER PROCESSES 

Application of Part VIII 
40. The processes to which this Part applies are:-
(a) the use of ionising radiations in radiogr~phy or fluoroscopy; 
(b) the testing of machines and apparatus intended to produce ibrusmg 

radiations, not being machines or apparatus to which" Regulation 45 
or 47 applies; 
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(c) the use of ionising radiations in the irradiation of materials for the 
purpose of inducing chemical, physical or biological changes, including 
the irradiation of materials for the purposes of sterilisation, disinfection 
or disinfestation or for the purpose of preserving food, but not including 
changes. induced solely for the purpose of measuring ionising radiations. 

Provision of enclosure for ionising radiations 
41. The processes to which this Part applies shall be carried. on only-
(a) within a walled enclosure or a cabinet, being an enclosure or cabinet 

set apart for the purpose which provides adequate shielding and from 
which are effectively excluded ;ill persons while any machine or apparatus 
therein which is intended to produce ionising radiations is energised 
and all persons other than authorised persons when a sealed source is 
exposed; or 

(b) in accordance with an approved scheme of work as respects which 
the Chief Inspector is satisfied that the operating and working conditions 
and the system of control and instruction are such that the radiation 
doses received by a person working ill accordance with the scheme will 
not exceed the doses permitted in the case of that person under the 
Schedule: 

Provided that (except in cases to whiCh sub-paragraph (b) applies) where 
ionising radiatio:o.s are being llsed in radiography and the provision of such 
a walled enplosure ocr such a eabinet is not reasonably practicable, effective 
steps shall be taken, to isolate the radiography from other work and to exclude 
all except authorised persons from a suitable enclosure or, where the prpvisiOll 
of such an enclosure is not reasonably practicable, from a suitably marked 
area round the work. 

Design of walled enclosure or cabinet 
42.-(1) Where a walled enclosure or a cwbinet is provided
(a) effective devices shaH be provided and maintained-

- (i) to ensure that if any door or part of the walled enclosure or of 
the cabinet is opened while any :rp.achine or apparatus therein is . 
energised the machine or.app~attis is automatically de"energised 
and cannot be energised so long as that door ,or part is open; and 

(ii) where the walled enclosure or the cabinet is an enclosure or cabinet 
to which no person is authorised to have access while a sealed 
source contained therein is e:x.posed~ to ensure that no door or 
part of the encloswe or of the cabinet Can be opened while' the 

. sealed source is exposed and that the sealed solirce cannot be 
exposed while any such door or part is open; and 

(b) the control panel for {lny l1lachine or apparatus therein which is 
intended to produce ionising radiations shall be situated outside the 
walled enclosure or cabinet.' 

(2) Where necessary fort.(le protection of pelI'sons who may be accidentally 
shut inside a walled enclosllre or a cabinet, there shall be provided and 
properly maintained .one or more of the following-

(a) means of exit s6 consttl).cted that those persons-can leave the enclosure 
or cabinet without delay; 

(b) means whereby those persons can quickly control all the sources of 
ionising ·radiations within the enclosure or cabinet; . 

(c) shielding for such persons within the enClosure or cabinet a?propriate 
to the circumstances. . 
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. (3) Where necessary suitable means of communication shall be provided 
and maintained to enable persons shut inside a walled enclosure or a cabinet 

,to summon help froni outside the enclosure or cabinet. 

Warning signals 
43.-(1) Adequate warning to all persons in the vicinity shall be given by 

appropriate light or audible signals or both.:-
(a) when a sealed source is about to be exposed or when a machine or 

apparatus is about to be energised; a)1d 
(b) while a sealed source is exposed or a machine or apparatus is energised, 

and the signals given for the purposes of sub-paragraph (a) shall be distinguish·· 
able from those given for the purposes of sub-paragraph (b). 

(2) In :the case of X-ray maohines or apparatus the warning signals shall be 
arranged to operate automatically. 

(3) Suitable warning notices capable of being easily read by persons in the 
vicinity shall be displayed when ionising radiations are about to be used in, 

. and while they are being used in, an enclosure or marked area in pursuance 
of the proviso to Regulation 41. 

o perationai precautions 
44.-(1) Every sealed source shall be 'moved only by the use of a handling 

rod vr tool or an automatic or meohaniCal method or some other suitable 
method of remote control. 

(2) In all the processes (other than radiography) which are carried on within 
, a walled enclosure or a cabinet, while a sealed source is exposed,or a machine 
or apparatus is energised, no: material shall be brought jnto the beam of 
radiation except by the use of mechanisms operated frbm outside the waned 
enclosure or the cabinet. 

(3) In radiography, the radiographic set-up shall be completed before the 
machine or apparatus is energised or before the sealed source is exposed and 
no changes in the set-up shall 'be made while the machine or apparatus is 
energised or otherwise than by the use of remote controls while the sealed 
source is exposed,' ' 

. (4) Whenever practicable, fluorescent screens shall be viewed indirectly by 
the use of inclined mirrors or other means. 

PART IX 

X-RAY CRYSTALLOGRAPHY AND SPECTROMETRy' 

. Requirements as to X -ray crystallography and spectrometry, 
45.-(1) This R()gulation applies to X-ray orystallographic apparatus and 

apparatus used for X -ray spectrometry. . 
(2) Such apparatus shall be adequately shielded. 
(3) Effective arrangements. shall be provided, maintained and used . to 

prevent insertion of 'any part of the body into a useful beam. 
(4) Where an X-ray difftactioh camera otslit collimating system is in use. 

the useful beam passing between the X-ray tube aperture and the camera or ' 
collimating system shall be completely enclosed so as to provide adequate 
shielding. " . " 

(5) Adequate warriing to all persons in the vicinity shall be given by 
appropriate light or audible signals or both while the X-ray tube or apparatus 
is energised. The warning signals shall be arranged to operl;l.te a~tomatically. 
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'. PART X 

MEASURING AND DETECTING DEVICES AND STATIC ELIMINATORS 

ReCfuirements as to sealed sources:/1sed in·,gauges. etc. 
46.-(1) This Regulation applies to sealed sources used in thickness gauges, 

density gauges, package monitors, lev~l gauges, statjc eIi:rninators, analysers or 
other analytical, inspection or gauging equipment. 

(2) The sealed source shall be provided with an adeq~ate an<;l efficient cove,r 
plate, shutter or shield which- " . 

(a) sh11ll be capable of being easily, securelya:p.4quickly·placedQJ;fnoveQ 
. so as tQatt~nu~te the u&eful be~as f~f as is reasop,ahly practiyabte; :' 

(b) shall be :used whenever practicable to attenuate the useful beam andl 
whenever reasonably practicable shall be arranged to operate auto:" 
matically, '" .' 

and a means shall be' provided toindieate 'clearly whether' 'or not the cOver 
plate, shutter or Shield is in the Closed position·. . 

. -(3) The housing of each sealed source' shall be legiblyengFaved, stamped or 
otherwise permanently marked to give a warning that it conta·irts :radi0active 
material. . ,. : . 

Requirements as to machines and ,apparatus used in gauges, monitors, etc. 
47.-(1) This Regulation applies to machines or appara~us designe4 to 

produce ionising radiations (other than machines or a.ppa.ratus to-Which 
Part VIII or IX .applies) used in thie::lmess gauges, :density gauges, package 
monitors, level gauges; analysers ,or ''0ther''analytical; inspection or gauging 
equipment. . " '.' : .", 

(2) 'The machine or appar~t~!( s1;la)l : b'~ ~dequat~W' s.hielded:. .,: 

(3~ Adequate. warning to"a11 .persons dn the:vicinit)T'.sha11· be' gi'Velt by 
appropriate light or audible signals or by ·both; artanged to' 'operatt auto-
mJl.tiGally:.-,- : . ..' '. 

(a) when a machine. or apparat~s ~sahol1t to beenerii~ed; 
(b)'while' a machine of'apparatiis is energised;" . ".i ""'" > '" 

(c) whel,1 any sl}u,tter useq for. the p~:rpOse qf,~tte:Q.uating the usef~l 1?eam 
, is about to be opene~; anq '. :. . - :., . . . 

(di) while any shutter .uSed for the purpose: of ~ttentlating the useful beam 
is open;' . . '. ". " . . , 

and'the ,signals given for the purposes;"of ~ub~paragraphs.(a).·to {d).,shaUb~ 
distinguishable :from each other. . '. . 

. (4)' Effective .arra!1gem~ntsh~U be p~ovld~: main.tai~~da~d u~ed ~o ,pr~~ent 
insertion of any pant of the, body into: a useful beam. 

~ealed w.itht~~, Qffici.al~~M of ,t~e . . ~iI).istry oJ .:fI~fl.lth ~nd, Social ,Setyjces 
for Northern Ireland this 26th day of November 1969. ... 

< ~ , '."'. i :, '., • • • '.' • :: ' ; ~ , : 

,"\' ' .. ' 

·(L.S.) ~".: . :" •. t r ~.:,; '.1 ',j'; '. ;:.;,W.\:Q; ll.~~uigi(}y.i' . 
Assistant Secretary. 

48A 
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Reg)llations 11(2), 15(1), 1(5(2), 19(1), 20. 
26, 27 and 41 

SCHEDULE 

Maximum Permissible Radiation Doses 

App'Ucation of Schedule 

1. The doses specified relate to ionising radiations (other than alpha particles 
e~tted by radioactive substances) that originate (otherwise than from radioactive 
substances within the human body) either in a factory or in a place outside a 
factory in which any work ·of a kind specified in Regulation 19(2)(a)(ii) is carried 
on-

(a) from any radioactive substance; or 
(b) from.any maohine or apparatus that is intended to produce ionising radiations 

or in which charged particles are accelerated by a voltage of not less than 
five kilovolts not being apparatus exclusively used (in a room specially set 
apart for the purpose) for the prevention, diagnosis or treatment of illness 
or injury, 

and .for the purposes of this Schedule other ionising radiations shall not be taken 
into account. 

Maximum permissible doses 

2.-(1) Except as prOVIded in paragraph 3, in any calendar year the maximum 
permissible sum of doses for persons employed in a factory from any ionising 
radiations shall be--

(a) 75 rems to the hands, forearms, feet and ankles of whioh not more than 
40 shall be received in any calendar quarter; 

(b) 15 rems to the lenses of the eyes of which not more than 8 shall be received 
in any calendar quarter; and 

(c) 30 rems to other parts of the body of which not more than 15 shall be 
received in any calendai: quarter. 

The provisions of sub-paragraph (l)(c) shall be without prejudice to the provisions 
of sub~paragraph (2). 

(2) Except "as provided in paragraph 3, the sum of doses received in any 
calendar quarter by any person to parts of the body other than the eyes, hands, 
for~rms, feet and ankles from all or anyone or more of the following, Ithat is to 
say, X-rays, gamma rays and neutrons shall not exceed 3 rems (or in the case of 
women 1·3 rems) and the number of rems in the total cumulative dose received 
therefrom to those parts of the body shall Dot at any time exceed five times the 
number of years froin the ·first day of January of the year in which that worker 
attained the age of eighteen. For the purpose of calculating the doses a part of 
a year shall be counted as a year. For the purposes of Regulations 15, 16 and 26 
the maximum permissible dose in anyone year from X-rays, gamma rays and 
neutrons to parts of the body other than the eyes, hands, forearms, feet and ankles 
shall be taken to be 5 rems. 

(3) If the occupier is aware that any 'person employed was during any period
(a) in protected employment; or 
(b) in ~rp.ployment which, if .it had occurred after the coming into operation 

of aIiy'Regulaticinsunder the Act, would have been protected employment; 
Qr 
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. (c) in any other work Jnvolving:exp.osure to ionising radiations, 
for which no information is available to the occupier as· to the doses that person 
~eceived cl)iring that period of the kinds, an<i to tl),eparts of the body, specified 
ill sub-paragraph (2), that person shall,. for the purpose of calculating his total 
cumulative dose referred to in the sub-paragraph, be deemed to have received 
doses at the rate of five rems a year ((uring that period. 

Maximum permissible dos(!s for pregnant female persons 
3. In the case of aily female person whom the occupier knows, or has reasonable 

cause to believe, to be pregnant the maxin'mm permissible sum of doses .from all 
or anyone or more Of the following, that is to say, X--rays, gamma 'fays. and 
neutrons during the remaining period of her pregnancy shall be one rem. 

EXPLANATORY NOTE 

(This Note is not part of the Regulations, but is intended to 
. mdicate their general purport.) . 

These Regulations lmpose requirements for the. protection of persons 
emploYe<;l in factories aild other places to which the Factories Act (Northern 
I-reland) 1965 applies against ionising radiations ariSing from radioactive SLJb
stances sealed in a container or bonded wholly within. material or from any 
machine or appar~tus that is intended t6 produce ionising radiations or in 
whichchargedpaiijCles are acceler:ated by if voltage of ;not less than five kilo
volts. These Regulations supersede the Ionising 'Radiations (Sealed Sources) 
Regulations (Northern Irel~d) 1962. 
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